One of the important debates in service-oriented 
Introduction
In Service Oriented Architecture, service providers prepare their service and service consumers give their request to receive a certain service. In such manner service providers and service consumers compete for giving and receiving services. Applicants for a certain service should select among suppliers of such service. Method in this architecture is that service consumer selects the most cost effective service provider. Using this method has its problems, including lack of priority among consumers, increased number of applications from a service provider with lowered application from other service providers and decreased quality of service.
But how can we assign service consumers to service providers in a stable and equitable manner. Equitable in that all participants are satisfied of the assignments and stable in that there is no tendency to change the assignments.
According to the economics, auction has the ability to bring such equitability. Auction algorithm was first given in [1] and today auction based models are broadly used in resource assignment algorithm.
In this paper we are trying to give a method which would bring the highest benefit for architectural elements. To this end we use a combination of forward and reverse auction given in [2] to enjoy their benefits both. In this way we not only reach equitable and stable assignments, we maximize the benefit from such assignments.
The method in combine auction is that all objects has an initial price for them at first and in each iteration in execution of forward auction all persons for which no object has been assigned, would offer their price to obtain given object. This would increase objects price. At the end, objects according to offers given for them, select persons with highest price and auction go to the next step. With completion of forward auction, objects not assigned are tried using reverse algorithm to encourage persons to assignment through offering higher profit and in this way persons profit would increase.
Service oriented architecture
There are many definitions for service oriented architecture all containing the content that service oriented architecture includes a set of components gathered together in order to fulfill a business's requirements. Service is a set of executable components, each assumed a job and perform it. Such a downward view has prepared some facilities and specifications, especially for the business. In fact service oriented architecture make it possible for us that where we require to establish a new department we can reuse a series of principles prepared earlier. In some references, service oriented architecture is compared with building plumbing [3] from the point that we can use the facilities provided by the system, there is no external symbol for it.
Because of loosely coupled connection between the components in service oriented architecture, we can use them in a broad level of businesses. In fact this architecture makes it possible for different application distributed through the world and using different platforms to gather together. [5] According to this architecture, services are prepared in the form of ready to use packages which follow a series of contracts and formats. It is not important for service consumer how the service is prepared but the important thing is given service matches the contract between them. Service oriented architecture components are independent from each other and operate as separate items. [6] Instead of conversation with each other, they have protocols for how to send message and analyze their message. This execution is designed in the form of black box so that the complexities are concealed from the users.
Among the services particulars there are:  Abstraction: Make the service logic to be protected against external world.  Autonomy: Services are acted in a fully autonomous manner, independent from each other.  Compos ability: The possibility to compose services to provide a new service.  Discoverability: Services are designed in a manner to be easily discovered.  Loose coupling: Services hold the connection to the lowest possible level. [7] 
Roles in service oriented architecture
In service oriented architecture each entity can be service provider, service consumer or service registry.
Service consumer: Service consumer can be an application, software module or other similar services requiring service. Service consumer find its required service searching inside a service registry and after assignment, execute service function complying the contract between them.
Service provider: Service provider is an addressable entity in the network which accepts the requests issued by the consumer and execute them. Service provider can be a mainframe, component or any other type of software system with the possibility to execute the service. For a service to be identified by the applicants, service provider places a copy of its contract in the service registry to be made available to the service applicant.
Service registry: Service registry is a repository of all active services which assists the consumers in finding their required service by introducing such services to the applicants.
As seen in fig.1 there are three sets of operations in service oriented architecture. At first for the applicants to find their required service, a service description is published. Service description makes it clear how service provider and consumer can communicate with each other. Such a description defines the inquiry and reply format of a service and possibly contains a set of preconditions and quality of service. Service applicant finds the suitable service more compatible with its requirements, searching among distributed servicers. Finding the given service, service consumer tries to demand the service using the information given under its description. [8] The only dependency among service provider and service consumer is the contract available in service registry. It is a dependency of execution time and not that of a compile time. All information required by the consumer about the service are obtained and used in execution time. Service consumer has no information about the inquiry or reply message form and/or even service location before there is the need for a service.
Problem formulation
Service oriented architecture would start from the point where service applicant is searching for a service which fulfills his requirements. To this end he goes to service registry to select the required service among available services in the registry.
Finding the service compatible with requirements, service consumer would get a query from service registry. Service registry would in return, give the list of all service providers which support the requested service. Service applicant tries to find a service provider in the list which is cost effective than others. Then service provider and service consumer are bound together in service registry.
In turn service applicant, would make a request to service supplier according to the contract available in service registry and bind it to the communications channel which support the service. Receiving the message, service provider would perform given service and send a message to service consumer according to system definition available in system contract. [4] Consider the above scenario in a manner in which some service consumers are searching for a service which can possibly meet their requirements. Such applicants are acting in parallel form. Finding their required service they would get a query form service registry. Service registry would return the list of all service providers who support the requested services. Now it is for the service applicants to decide on their service provider. According to service oriented architecture, these applicants are searching for cost effective service provider.
Where much number of applicants find certain service provider to be cost effective for them, number of requests from service provider would increase as the result of which the quality of provided service would decrease while from the beginning some service providers are idle looking for providing service. When the quality of servicing is lowered, service consumers should leave the service providers.
Examining the applicants' condition, we find that some have the possibility to postpone their service for different reasons, including no immediate requirement to the service, while some service consumers want to receive their service immediately even for more payment, but with the existent methods, it is possible that the applicant having the possibility to postpone his service, reach the given service earlier.
After assignment of service consumer to service provider, some service providers would be idle for high prices, while a service provider can prevent lose by lowering his profit. Service consumer and service provider would both benefit from lowered service provider price.
In this paper we presented an assignment method which is based on combined auction algorithm. 
Auction
An auction is a process of buying and selling goods by offering them up for bid, taking bids, and then selling the item to the highest bidder. The word auction is derived from the latin word, which means "to increase" or "augment".
In this paper we use the auction algorithm given by Bertsekas in [2] which is of English auction type, executed in two forward and reverse steps.
Suppose the benefit or value for assignment of the person i to the object j is aij, number of objects to which the person i can be assigned should be non-empty set of A (i) and assignment set of S should contain the person-object pairs (i,j) which show the assignment of person i to object j. In S there is only one pair for each object and person. We can say the person i or object j has been assigned when there is a pair for them in the set S.
Any person i try to be assigned to an object bringing him the highest profit, according to relation 1:
We say the person i is happy when the conditions of equation 1 applies and we say assignment and prices are at equilibrium when all persons are happy. An equilibrium assignment would increase the benefits to maximum and solve the assignment problem.
We call an assignment feasible when the set S has members for the number of persons, unless the assignment is called partial. We are searching for an assignment with the maximum benefit. [11] Assignment problems are divided in two Symmetric and Asymmetric groups. In symmetric assignment problems the number of persons and objects are the same while in asymmetric assignment problems the number of persons and objects are not the same.
Combined auction algorithm acts in two different manner for these two assignment problems.
Forward auction for symmetric assignment problems
Forward auction are electronic auctions, which can be used by sellers to sell their items to many potential buyers. Sellers and buyers can be individuals, organization etc.
Two type of forward auctions are common. The first is a liquidate auction. Here buyers seek to obtain the lowest price for an item they are interested in. The second type is a marketing efficiency auction. Buyers wish to obtain a unique item. [12] Suppose we have n persons and n objects. Auction algorithm would end for symmetric assignment problem when we reach a feasible assignment, that is S would have n separate members. At the start of the generic iteration we have a partial assignment S and a price vector p = (p1,. . ., pn) satisfying ε-complementary slackness condition according to relation 2 (or ε-CS for short). (2) It is proven that with this condition where a feasible assignment is available, the algorithm would be ended with limited number of stages. [9] And if at least one feasible assignment exists, the auction algorithm terminates in a finite number of iterations with a feasible assignment that is within nε of being optimal. [10] The algorithm performs in a manner that according to equation 3, the person to whom no assignment has been made search for an object bringing him the highest profit among different objects.
(3) If we refer the first object as ji, in the second stage and according to equation 4 we search for the object with highest profit which is not ji. If there is no second object we consider wi as a very big quantity.
Then person i would offer the price for ji object according to relation 5.
At the end of this stage, those objects receiving an offer would put their price as the highest proposal according to equation 6.
(6)
In case the object has been allocated to another person under the set S, the pair is omitted from the set S and new pair (i j , j) is added to the set S.
Reverse auction for symmetric assignment problems
In reverse auction, contrary to forward auction, objects try to attract persons. Here the alternative "profit" is defined as πi for the person. Profit for the person plays the role of price for the object. B(j) is the set of persons who can be allocated to the object j.
Relation 7 shows the ε-CS condition for reverse auction algorithm.
In this algorithm we first search for an object which has not been allocated to any person among the persons which can be allocated to this object. According to equation 8 we search for a person giving the highest price for this object: (8) Then According to equation 9 we search for a person giving the second highest price for this object. In case there is only one applicant for this object, the quantity of ωj is considered very large. ω (9) After that, the object tries to encourage the person having the highest price to allocate it, raising its profit. Relation 10 shows the new offer by the object j for the person ij profit.
(10) All persons receiving new offer would update their profit using equation 11 and in case they have been allocated to another object their relative pair would be omitted from the set S and related pair of (ij, j) for the new allocation is added to the set S. π (11) There are obvious pros and cons to this style of auction. Reverse auction promote progression within the procurement process, also it can save time. They can reduce the cycle time of the transaction significantly, by 50-90%.
Although there are substantial benefits, it is also important to recognize that reverse auctions also have risks and shortfalls associated with the procurement process. [13] 
Combined forward and reverse auction
In order to use the particulars of forward auction and reverse auction together we use combine auction. This type of auction starts with the set S and price/profit vector which meet the complementary slackness condition as given under equation 12.
It is proven that where the set S and price/profit pair are satisfied under the condition of equation 12, they would satisfy under two equations 2 and 7. [2] Combined algorithm is acting in the way in which some stages of forward algorithm are executed at first place. At the end of each stage the condition for completion of forward auction algorithm is checked. While correcting the object price the person profit is corrected using equation 13. Then for any change in the set S it goes to reverse auction algorithm. π
In reverse auction algorithm, some stages of the algorithm are executed considering the ending condition. At the end of each stage of the algorithm, the object price is corrected as under equation 14 after correction of the person profit. For changes in the S set it goes to forward auction. π (14)
Asymmetric assignment
Suppose we have m persons and n objects in a manner that the numbers of objects are more than the persons. In this manner all persons are allocated but there would be some object unallocated. Here to obtain the optimum answer the condition of complementary slackness should be fulfilled for the set S and the pair price/profit in the form of equation 15.
π (15)
In the first stage we use forward algorithm in the same manner as for symmetric assignment so that all persons are allocated to a single object. As the set S and price/profit pairs satisfy in complementary slackness conditions such allocations are made in finite number of stages in forward auction algorithm. After that modified reverse auction algorithm is applied. This algorithm starts with the set of feasible allocations S and price/profit pair under the condition of complementary slackness in equation 15.
Modified reverse auction
Suppose according to equation 16, we call the lowest price allocated for the object in forward auction algorithm as λ, λ
Then we find an object in modified reverse algorithm that has not been allocated to any person and its offered price is more than λ. In case such an object was not there the algorithm would come to an end. But with such object we find a person according to equation 17 to which the highest price has been given.
π (17)
Then we find a person according to equation 18, giving the second highest price for this object. If we found no such person we consider the amount of ωj very large.
If j -ε ≥ λ, the price of object j is considered as λ and then we go to the next stage. Unless, δ is calculated according to equation 19 and the new price for jth object and the profit for the new person are updated according to equations 20 and 21.
In case, the set S has allocated the object j to another person, it is omitted and new pair (ij, j) is added to this set.
Discussion
In service oriented architecture, a service consumer would search for a service which matches its requirements to the possible extent, among different service descriptions in service registry. Finding the given service, it takes a query for service registry. In return, service registry would notify the list of all service providers with the possibility to give the said service. At the same time there may be another customer requiring the same service and after finding the given service provider would search for the most cost effective service provider.
We recommend, combine auction algorithm to be executed instead any service consumer is searching for the most economic service provider. On such basis and according to fig.2 , after entry of a new service customer, it first placed in the waiting queue for the auction to be executed. In the auction, any service provider is written on an object and any service consumer is written on a person and complying combined auction algorithm the auction is executed. In this manner in case a new service consumer enters the system it is placed in the waiting queue for the next round. With termination of the auction wining service customers are allocated to their given service providers. At the same time service customers in the waiting queue enter the auction.
Components of service oriented architecture are connected to each other in three stages as per Publish, Find, Bind and Invoke. In Publish stage, services are published in order to be available to the public. Then in the stage of Find they are identified by the given service consumer and in allocation stage the service provider should decide receive the service from which service provider. As seen in fig.3 , auction algorithm has entered the Bind stage and allocation is performed in a manner that it brings the highest benefit for architectural components. At the end the service customer are allocated to service providers identified by auction algorithm.
Using auction algorithm in allocation of service providers to service consumers results in the system benefit to increase. Concentration of applications from a service provider with suitable price decreases, and prevent bottleneck. Quality of servicing increases, servicing price decreases, idle service providers is prevented; applicants having more priority receive their service in a shorter time. 
Case study
Suppose with termination of the former auction round, there are three service customers in the queue who enter the new round of the auction and according to the query from the service registry there are six service providers to provide this service. The initial price of service providers, initial profit of service customers and method for their allocation are shown in fig.3 . Figure 3 . Allocation of three service consumer to six service providers using auction algorithm.
As seen in fig.4 . , after forward auction, profit for service providers would increase and after reverse auction the objects price would be decreased. Then not only total benefit of the system would be increased, allocations would be performed according to priorities. 
Conclusion
In this paper we have used auction algorithm in order to allocate service providers to service consumers in service oriented architecture. The problem seems to exist is that of unjust allocation of service providers to service consumers, possibility of bottleneck in excess referral to one service provider, lowered servicing quality of a service provider and the possibility of useless service provider. We tried to solve this problem by introducing the auction algorithm in allocation of service customers to service providers. Using auction algorithm would not only prevent problems we reviewed herein, it makes it possible for the system benefit to increase. We recommended combine auction algorithm to be used for selection of service provider instead of selecting the most cost effective service provider by the service customers. In case a new service consumer may enter the system for a service during the combine auction algorithm, it would enter the waiting queue for the next round of the auction. On the other hand with termination of the auction in case there is a service provider or service consumer to which no allocation has been made, it would go to the next round of the auction with other service customers waiting in the queue.
